The WRF model forecast during monsoon season 2010 has been verified with daily observed gridded rainfall analysis with 0.5° spatial resolution. Firstly, the conventional neighborhood technique has been deployed to calculate common scores like mean error and root mean square error. Along with, widely used two categorical skill scores have been computed for seven different rainfall thresholds. The scores only found the general nature of the model performance and depicted the degradation of forecast accuracy exceeding moderate rainfall category of 7.5 mm. The object oriented Contiguous Rain Area method also has been considered for the verification of rainfall forecasts to gather more information about model performance. The method similarly has endorsed that the performance of the model degrades along with the increase in rainfall amount. But at the same time, the decomposition of mean square error has pointed out that the maximum error occurred due the shifting of rain object or event in the forecast compared to observation. The volume error contributes less as compared to pattern error in 24 hour forecasts irrespective of rainfall thresholds. But in 48 hour forecasts, their values are comparable and change along with rainfall threshold. During whole monsoon season, all contiguous rain areas in model forecasts have been searched over observed rainfall analyses applying best-fit criteria. For contiguous rain areas below 50 mm more than 70 percent match was found.
Introduction
Forecasting of rainfall during Indian summer monsoon season is the most challenging task for numerical weather prediction models. As the rain bearing systems of monsoon embedded in large scale flow signify non-linear scale inter-actions and varieties in physical process, their observed nature in terms of rainfall is still to be thoroughly studied. Therefore, verification of rainfall forecasts compared with observations during monsoon is always a matter of concern for the researcher. Many studies by several authors (e.g. Basu, 2005; Roy Bhowmik et al., 2006; Mandal et al., 2007; Roy Bhowmik and Durai, 2009 ) on rainfall verification over Indian peninsular region and its sub-regions during monsoon season have been carried out considering different time and horizontal scale during monsoon for different kinds of models. Verification studies (Das et al., 2008; Ashrit and Saji, 2010) in quantitative terms using categorical and continuous skill scores collectively portray inadequate picture for mesoscale forecasts. Categorical scores also could not bring reasonable picture for observed rainfall events with changing amount i.e. dimension (Hogan et al., 2010) .
Within the scope of verification as recommended by WWRP/WGNE (World Weather Research Programme/Working Group of Numerical Experimentation; WMO, 2008) , the verification of rainfall forecasts can be sought to improve forecast quality through better understanding of forecasts errors. There are various methods of verification alternative to point-wise comparison between forecast and observation. Applying three such different verification techniques for wind components (e.g. anomaly correlation, object-based verification and variance anomalies), Rife and Davis (2005) illustrated the benefit of high-resolution over coarse grid structure of the model in terms of temporal error variance and realistic nature of error growth. Newly modified neighborhood verification approach (e.g. fuzzy; Ebert, 2008 , fractions skill scores; Roberts and Lean, 2008) are a bit superior to old type of the same class (e.g. root mean square error, mean error, correlation coefficient, skill scores and etc.; Theis et al., 2005) but give credit only to the close forecasts. As mentioned in the recommendations (WMo 2008) , diagnostic methods give more in-depth information about the model performance. Simple methods using maps; time series; scatter plots; quantile-quantile or exceedance probability produce handy graphical results. But advance diagnostic methods have proven to be very much useful in evaluating deterministic models both in research and operational settings. Some examples include multi-scale spatial statistics, scale decomposition methods, field verification methods and object oriented methods. Harris et al. (2001) employed three methods of multiscale statistical analysis to assess model forecasts at high resolution for a convective storm using radar observations. Scale decomposition methods for precipitation forecasts define the intensity and scale of the errors e. g. intensity based scale separation (Casati et al., 2004) . For objective evaluation of a regional ensemble forecasting system Kiel and Craig (2007) proposed a technique based on pyramidal matching algorithm. Object oriented verification methods e.g. Contiguous Rain Area (CRA) method (Ebert and McBride 2000; Grams et al., 2006) , Method for object-based Diagnostic Evaluation (MoDE) by Davis et al. (2006) and Structure-Amplitude-Location (SAL) method (Wernli et al., 2008) are feature based model evaluation and address the skill of forecasts for epi-sodic and localized phenomena. In addition, the object oriented verification methods are basically designed for rainfall verification at high resolution and thus applicable for the evaluation of mesoscale models during monsoon season.
In this paper, the quantitative verification over Indian region for a whole monsoon season has been completed for WRF-ARW model forecasts within coldstart frame-work of mesoscale assimilation system operational in India Meteorological Department (IMD). The study is basically based on CRA method described by Ebert and Gallus (2009) . The method has been employed for the evaluation of WRF model forecasts along with rainfall observations at matching resolutions (temporal and spatial). Although, a detail insight about the characteristics of forecast errors may be gained after pursuing rigorous and repetitive experiments on the same forecasting system for several monsoon seasons.
Methodology

Model and data
The regional mesoscale analysis and forecasting system WRFDA is installed for real-time use in IMD, Delhi with its different components i.e. preprocessing program (WPS and REAl), and assimilation program (WRF-DA), boundary condition update (update_bc) and forecasting model (WRF-ARW). The model is configured to run over a domain (latitude: from 23.2° S to 46.2° N; longitude: from 39.6° E to 120.5° E -shown in Fig. 1a ) with 27 km horizontal resolution and 38 vertical eta levels up to 50 hPa pressure level at the top. out of 38 vertical eta levels, approximately 12 levels are within planetary boundary layer (PBl) depth (considering average 3.0 km) although most of the time during monsoon season the convective boundary layer is predominant over the region. The processed observations (SYNOP, SHIP, METAR, also include additional surface Automatic Weather Station -AWS, TEMP, pilot balloon, AIREP, ACARS, atmospheric motion vectors and scatterometer wind from satellite and other conventional data from different sources) have been assimilated in WRFDA system to improve the first guess Global Forecast System (GFS) analysis (operational in IMD) within the model domain. The schematic diagram of WRFDA system is shown in Fig. 1b . The figure 1b represents three-dimensional variational assimilation in cold start mode. The modeling system has been utilized to generate two days forecasts during whole monsoon season of 2010. Accordingly, the WRFDA produced mesoscale analysis every day at each specified time (00 UTC). The update_bc component of WRFDA system also each time suitably updated boundary condition for the model. The model has then been integrated up to 51 hours. The WRF model has been configured with full physics (including cloud microphysics, cumulus, planetary boundary layer and surface layer parameterization) as well. The different physical parameterization schemes selected in WRF model have been represented in Tab. 1. The verification experiments are framed according to the nature of available observations and forecast rainfall generated daily in IMD during monsoon 2010. As per conventional practice in IMD, the accumulation period of observed rainfall for a day is considered from 03 UTC of a day to next day 03 UTC. The observed (verification) analyses for rainfall generated in IMD (Rajeevan et al., 2005; Bhate 2008, 2009) have been utilized at horizontal resolution (0.5 o ) within a box (Latitude: from 6.5° N to 38.5° N and Longitude: from 66.5° E to 100.5° E -shown in inner box of Fig. 1a) covering Indian region. The dataset of 0.5° × 0.5° resolution has been developed using quality controlled rainfall data from more than 3000 rain gauge stations over India (shaded region in Fig. 1a) . They have utilized a well-tested interpolation technique (Shepard's method) to interpolate station data into regular grids with proper validation. The rainfall values at the grid points within shaded region of the verification domain (Fig. 1a) have been set from the 0.5° × 0.5° rainfall analysis and rest of the grid points of the domain have been filled with the interpolated rainfall values from TRMM (3B42V6.0 at 0.25° × 0.25° resolution) rainfall. The WRF-ARW forecast rainfall has been interpolated to 0.5° × 0.5° from its native 27 km resolution and accumulation period also have been matched with the observation. The verifications using neighborhood technique with two different approaches have been completed with the grid-point analyses and up scaled forecast rainfall for whole India region. In first approach general scores like mean error (ME), mean square error (MSE) and root mean square error (RMSE) have been computed along with widely used two categorical skill scores (threat score and equitable threat score) for seven rainfall thresholds. In next approach, objected oriented CRA method has been employed for verification over whole India region. 
CRA method
The CRA method utilized in this study has been developed following the algorithm of the technique described in a study by Ebert and Gallus (2009) but the realization of the working steps have to be formulated according to the distinct features and characteristics of available observed and forecast rainfall over the region during whole monsoon season. The CRA method has been employed judiciously for a rainfall threshold on the basis of the nature and sizes the defined objects over the region. At the same time, the object oriented method focus on the ambiguity in performance analysis through categorical scores for different thresholds.
The categorical verification scores for rainfall have been utilized to evaluate model performance. The different rainfall categories are defined on the basis of Light rain III 2.5-7.5
Moderate rain IV 7.6-35.5
Rather heavy V 35.6-64.4
Heavy rain VI 64.5-124.4
Very heavy rain VII 124.5-244.4
Extremely heavy rain -≥244.5
Exceptionally heavy rain
When the amount is a value near about the highest recorded rainfall at or near the station for the month or season. the classification used in India Meteorological Department (described in Tab. 2). In this document, last two categories above very heavy rain class are not considered for the verification purpose as their occurrences are limited over a region with comparatively small spatial coverage throughout monsoon season 2010. The underestimation and poor forecasting of heavy rainfall events by numerical models is also a fact already been depicted by previous studies over the region (Das et al., 2008; Durai et al., 2010) . Rainfall categories 2.4 mm and 7.5 mm have not been considered as the defined object (CRA) for these thresholds are too big to be considered in CRA method. The average sizes of the objects for different rainfall thresholds are tabulated in Tab. 3. The rainfall over Indian region during monsoon season most widespread and moreover rainfall analysis with 0.5° resolution could not depict discontinuity (if exists) within spatial distribution of rainfall. As a result, on average daily template of computed CRAs for 2.4 mm and 4.6 mm rain thresholds cover large areas. In Fig. 2 , the schematic view of CRA formation has been shown which has been thoroughly described in the article by Ebert and Gallus (2009) . The figure is self explanatory with the representation of forecast, observed field and merged fields and it has been reproduced from the study mentioned above. The detail of method followed in this study is already described in the referred research paper. only, the working implementation of the CRA method for the present study has been formulated in the following steps:
(i) Both observed and forecast rainfall fields are merged by retaining greater value of rainfall at certain grid point.
(ii) Extract the grids points with rain value greater than or equal to a given threshold based on considered rainfall categories.
(iii) Flood fill (seed fill) algorithm has been employed to find contiguous rain area (a collection of grid points exceeding threshold adjacent to each other) from extracted grid points in previous step (ii).
(iv) The rectangular template from observed field according to horizontal span of the CRA zone (maximum and minimum value of latitude and longitude) has been defined for further procedural steps.
(v) Sufficiently large search domain from forecast field has been created by extending the boundaries of the previously selected rectangular template in all the four sides. In present study, 1.5 times of observed template length and breadth have been enlarged to set the search domain. But the maximum horizontal extension has not crossed the limit less than or equal to 5 degree on each side.
(vi) Consequently, observed template has been displaced over search domain of forecast field till best match criterion has been fulfilled i.e. maximum spatial correlation coefficient has been reached.
(vii) only those rain grid point information has been retained for which simultaneously both defined criteria (spatial correlation coefficient ≥ 0.3 and Mean Squared Error <1600 mm 2 ) has been satisfied.
(viii) Finally according to Ebert and McBride (2000) , total mean square error in terms of percentage displacement, volume and pattern has been decomposed as
The decomposition procedure computes the displacement component as the difference in the mean squared error before and after shifting the forecast, the volume error as the bias in mean intensity, and the pattern error as a residual. 
In the next section, as an example, one rainfall object of a selected day has been considered to describe the method. The functional steps (i) to (ix) described above has been followed for the computation of error statistics. After a threshold has been set, the templates for observed, forecasted and combined CRA have been found out from their spatial distribution of rainfall over grid points. The error partitions along with total error have been computed using the formula mentioned in step (viii) and (ix).
The all steps similarly have been employed separately for all CRAs of a day and for a certain threshold. Then the average statistics of CRAs for all days during whole monsoon season has been worked out to produce overall performance of model forecasts for that threshold. The performance statistics has been computed separately for different thresholds.
The matching criteria have been set to find the matches for the observed CRAs for a certain threshold. The specific observed object has been searched over respective forecasts and search has been continued as long as the maximum value of spatial correlation coefficient ≥ 0.4 (which statistically significant with level of significance 0.05 for a template having minimum of 20 points). As soon as the match is found for an observed object, the shift of respective forecast object has been computed from the initial and final positions of center of mass. When the matching criteria have not been satisfied for a certain observed CRA, the object is considered to be missed in the forecast. During the entire season, the match or miss statistics of all observed CRAs have been computed for different rainfall thresholds.
Results and discussion
Verification scores for rainfall
Verification of forecast rainfall with observed analysis has been done for Indian region considering whole monsoon period JJAS 2010 on the basis of standard scores such as RMSE, ME, MSE which has been computed and summarized for day 1 (27 hour) and day 2 (51 hour) forecasts. The scores mentioned above are computed daily taking average over the region to show time series of the errors in Fig. 3 . The model forecast do not show any kind of feature in its performance during whole monsoon season rather portray random characteristics. over all, the rainfall is overestimated in day 1 (~ 5 mm) and the overestimation is reduced in day 2 forecast (~ 2.0 mm) although there is significant improvement in RMSE. The model errors (MSE and RMSE) vary in day to day forecasts and systematic contribution in the error is less compared to its randomness.
Most common categorical skill scores (e.g. threat score and equitable threat score) for seven different rainfall categories have also been computed to evaluate the model performance in predicting rainfall over the region.
Although, model produce positively biased rainfall over every region throughout the season, the small values of mean error compared to MAE and RMSE depict the randomness of the error. The errors also enhances over the region of higher rainfall e.g. west-coast and north-eastern states. The order of errors does not portray any significant differences between different forecast lengths and specifically, day 2 have little higher values compared to day 1. In this document, the description has been limited to two specific categorical skill scores critical success index (CSI) and Gilbert Skill Score (GSS) commonly known as threat score and equitable threat score respectively for whole India. The CSI for seven threshold valued of rainfall masked over whole Indian domain shown in Fig. 4 depicted well-known characteristics of the score. The CSI score degraded as with an increase in rainfall intensity. Performance of the model is below per for rainfall threshold above 35.5 mm. GSS score also suggests similar information (Fig. 5) . GSS approaches to zero (no skill value) as rainfall amount rises above 35.5 mm. Although the values of the score far below 1.0 associated with correct forecast, the GSS score sometimes portray inadequate picture about the model performance at high resolution and the scores attest to the ability of phase correction and filtering over scales are necessary (Bousquet et al., 2006) . As usual, model provides best performance in predicting rain and no-rain events (considering threshold of 0.1 mm). These two scores over whole India region signify that the model perform below an acceptable quality above moderate (7.5 mm) rainfall amount which is also in agreement with other previous verification studies with models over the region (Ashrit and Saji, 2010; Mandal et al., 2007) . The mean error, root mean square error gives performance measure of the model in absolute sense and do not ensure the specific nature of the model forecasts over the region. Categorical skill scores have victimized the model forecasts with double penalty as the model could not forecast rainfall events location (grid coverage) with absolute accuracy. The model forecasts have been exerting more errors added with the inaccuracy in pattern and intensity of rainfall. Therefore in the next section the results of verification with an object oriented method have been discussed.
Verification with CRA method
The observed and forecast and merger templates for a selected CRA on 30 July 2010 have been shown in Fig. 6 . The solid outline in all panels shows the merged template crossing a threshold of 35.5 mm rainfall. Figures 6a and 6b represent the observed and forecast fields. The respective center of masses for both templates are located and marked with circle and C inside the shaded region of exceeding threshold rainfall. The details of template characteristics are given in Tab. 4. It is clearly seen that the major error occurs due to the displacement of the rainfall event in the forecast. Volume error does not show any major con- tribution while the best-fit criteria are fulfilled to cope up with displacement of the forecast compared to observed field. After the shifting of the templates to match the best-fit criteria the total error is significantly reduced which has been reflected in the values of RMSE (reduced from ~ 52 mm to 31 mm) and correlation coefficient (increased from -0.3 to 0.7). The extension of the study for all days of the season, the similar approach has been followed for all other individual CRAs found for a specific rainfall threshold in each day.
The experimentation has been conducted for the model forecasts with different thresholds to determine the minimum size of the CRA for certain category of rainfall. The variation in the number of CRA detected within the forecast and observed rainfall distribution during the season have been noticed as the minimum number of grid point changes. Figures 7 and 8 show that the number of CRA for all thresholds increases steadily with an increase in grid points for both day 1 and day 2 forecasts respectively. As we restrict the size of CRA with a number specified small number of grid points, the bigger rainfall area exceeding certain rainfall threshold splits up. Alongside, for small CRA over the specific region the selection of best match between observation and forecast is also difficult. The larger size also restricts to put best-fit criteria in a rather stringent manner. Although, the slope and number of CRA are not same for day 1 and day 2, but their overall nature is same for each threshold. The number of CRA in- creases rapidly as the number grid points drops below 20 for all thresholds. When the minimum size of CRA is set above 20 number of grid points, the number of CRA decreases slowly for all categories. Therefore, for all rain thresholds, a common optimal size has been selected based on the curves in Figs. 7 and 8. The computation has been completed throughout all days of the season for those CRAs with a minimum size containing at least 20 grid points.
The figures 9 and 10 depicted the decomposition of MSE in day 1 and day 2 rainfall forecasts respectively for different thresholds during the season. The CRAs are stenciled separately for four different thresholds in a day and every individual CRA has been considered to make a match between observed and forecast fields. The forecast error for each CRA has been computed with three partitions i.e. displacement, pattern and volume errors. The mean value has been computed considering all CRAs for a certain threshold irrespective of their locations and the days of occurrence.
The figure 9 represents the seasonal error partitions of day 1 forecasts for four rain thresholds. Looking at the pie charts it is clear that the maximum error is due to displacement irrespective of rainfall amount. The distinct similarity has also been found for day 2 forecasts in Fig. 10 . In case of day 1 forecasts, the contribution of pattern mismatch is always found to be greater than volume error for every rain threshold but for day 2 forecasts the relation between the partitions varies with rain threshold. In other words, the day 1 forecasts of the model maintain consistent relations between three components of MSE for all rain thresholds. The least error occurred due to rain intensity estimation whereas the highest error values arise because of displacement and the corresponding errors out of distribution-pattern mismatch lie in between them. The similar behavior has not been portrayed by day 2 forecasts. The volume and pattern errors nearly have similar significance within total forecast error for two intermediate rain thresholds (35.5 and 50 mm) but they behave randomly for other two. This illustrates the fact that the model forecasts loose coherence between structure and intensity going from day 1 to day 2 for certain CRAs. Thorough inspections yield that the volume error shows a little increasing trend with rainfall amount. This implicates that the model has comparatively poor skill for higher rainfall amount. But, this obviously does not provide any information about natural bias as the displacement error plays the crucial role to nullify any such bias in a random way. The major share of displacement error also shows an increase from 21.5 mm to 35.5 mm threshold but decreases thereafter in both forecasts hours (day 1 and 2). The summary of match between observed and forecast CRAs are displayed in Figs. 11 and 12 for day 1 and day 2 forecasts respectively. Both figures show that the number of matches reduces along with the increase in rainfall. First two columns in Tab. 5 also summarize the percentage of matches found in day 1 and day 2 forecasts for different thresholds. It is also obvious that during whole season, the day 1 forecast of the model shows the superiority over day 2 for each category. The figures also show that the match percentage is higher at 35.5 mm category compared 21.5 mm although total number of observed CRA decreases considerably.
The average linear displacement of the center of mass of forecast CRAs from their corresponding matches in observation has been computed for each 4 rain thresholds. The right most 2 columns in Tab. 5 are showing the average displacement of CRAs in degree (latitude and longitude combined). It is found that the order of average linear shift does not change drastically with rain intensity but a little increase has been found from day 1 to day 2. The seasonal mean displacement of rain object shows a marginal reduction with increasing rain amount. It does not have larger significance in statistical sense as the computation of mean have considered comparatively large number of CRA for lower thresholds (number of CRA falls with an increase in rain intensity shown in Figs. 7 and 8) . Also, the average size of rain objects also shrinks for higher amount which in turn produce less error in locating the center of mass of each CRA compared to lower threshold.
Conclusion
The present study attempted to utilize the strength of the object oriented CRA method for rainfall verification to get an insight of the forecast error in terms of displacement, pattern and volume. The common verification scores like ME and RMSE along with categorical skill scores could bring out a few facts regarding model performance such as (i) The errors in rainfall forecasts are random in nature but overall overestimation has been found during the whole season which is marginally reduced in day 2 forecast from day 1.
(ii) Categorical skill scores show that the model performance declines beyond acceptable limit exceeding moderate rainfall category.
(iii) Model performed poorly for heavy rainfall categories which have also been found in previous studies.
But, an insight in the model performance has been achieved applying CRA method and decomposed MSE have explained the comparative error contribution amongst displacement, pattern and volume. An example with a selected CRA within the season has shown that if the forecast CRA has been shifted to alleviate the error due to displacement the decrease in total errors have been accorded. The following facts have been brought out after using the specific object oriented verification.
(i) The model performance has shown evident decline in model performance with time and also with increasing rainfall intensity.
(ii) Still, the match between observed and forecast CRAs is above 70 percent when best-fit criteria have been deployed up to 50 mm rainfall threshold during the season and over whole India.
(iii) The displacement error has the major share within total MSE irrespective of forecast duration or rainfall threshold.
(iv) The day 1 forecasts of the model are more consistent in terms of the relative amplitudes of three different partitions of total MSE, but the regularity diminishes in day 2 forecasts.
(v) The mean displacement (shifting) of forecast CRA from the respecting match in observed field does not vary significantly with rain intensity but a certain increase have been noticed from day 1 to day 2 forecast.
The study only shows the beneficial use of CRA method for the verification of mesoscale forecasts. The CRA verification using rainfall analyses with higher horizontal and temporal resolution is expected to be more critical about model performance. Furthermore, the future studies over different geographical regions to realize the dependency of model performance over spatial heterogeneity. Different spells (active or subdued) of several monsoon seasons may also be studied to bring out specific nature of the model forecasts over temporal scales.
